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FROM THE EDITOR’S DESK
I fully expect much criticism for fronting
this Catholic Parish Magazine with a
photograph of the charismatic president elect of a free Iran and especially
in the month when we Catholics have
had the leader of the worlds 1,068 million (1 billion) Catholics on the first state
visit of a Roman Pontiff to the UK.
I have good reason for risking the
criticism not least that at the time of writing, we are still
in the throws of preparing for the visit of Benedict XVI
to our shores. The Christmas issue will no doubt carry
the pictures on the front cover that readers may have
expected in this issue, but that all depends on world
affairs between now and then.
The lack of reporting on the usual summer events in
the parish has left a sufficient void for me to focus once
again on the Middle Eastern situation and the dangers
to the whole world of growing Islamic Fundamentalism
emanating from a soon-to-be nuclear empowered Iran.
The front cover showing a cheerful, smiling charismatic
leader of what is hoped will be a democratic Iran in the
near future, contrasts starkly with the pictures on page
10 in the article written by Perry Stevens, a sixth former
at Trinity RC High School.
For many years I have been ‘banging the drum’ about
Iran and now, with the withdrawal of coalition troops from
a totally messed-up Iraq and lack of diplomatic foresight
in relations to Turkey, see my article on pages 26-27, I
have no qualms about predicting a worsening situation
in the very short term in which Maryam Rajavi may well
have more influence on the world population, Catholic
and non-Catholic, than the Holy Father will have by his
visit to the UK .
In the past six months, working for the Iranian
Resistance Movement, whose campaigning efforts could
instigate a democratic revolution in Iran and save the
world from a devastating war, I have been involved in
meetings to create wider public awareness of the Iranian
situation. Some of these meetings have been extremely
successful particularly a meeting at Kingston University
where a turn-out of only twenty students energized over
200 to attend the Rally in Paris.
Too often we Catholics are more concerned about
the child abuse scandals and its effect on the Catholic
Church than on the effect the Catholic Church could have
on the wider human rights scandals if only Catholics, who
are the church, were less parochially minded. A meeting
at Christ the King in Chingford attracted 20 people,
mainly from St Thomas’ Parish, almost all of whom have
been so motivated by the videos and speakers at that
meeting that they have become committed activists for
the cause. A further meeting is currently being arranged
on the 23rd of September in the Becket Centre which will
no doubt be reported on in the next issue of In Touch.
I look forward to a large post bag of readers objections to the tone of this editorial and promise that even
the anonymous ones, from those too modest to pin
their colours to the mast, will be published.
Leon MenzIes racIonzer Editor
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VIRUS II I get the needle at Whipps Cross A&E
By Grumpy of
Woodford (left)

In a previous article, I described
a family affliction that we’ve suffered from: whereby, if a mishap occurs, it doesn’t happen
in the singular... It’s often accompanied by further “nasties”, to the extent that I’ve now concluded it’s all due to
a mischievous virus that infects situations (rather than
humans) and strikes when one’s immunity is impaired,
making outcomes a lot worse. Readers should beware
as it’s not for the squeamish.
Some years ago, I bought a Cortina from new. I had a
love/hate relationship with this temperamental automobile, and although I had other cars, I somehow couldn’t
part with it. It was a weekend in May; summer was coming; it was our wedding anniversary and I had booked
a 2pm Sunday lunch at the Rodings restaurant Abridge
(before it went “Chinese”). Saturday started by me doing
some maintenance work on said Cortina. I replaced
suspension arm bushes and changed the oil. I awoke
Sunday morning in a bright mood, ready to finish off the
work in the garage, have the celebratory lunch with my
wife, followed by a relaxing walk around the Abridge area.
However, as I entered the garage, I didn’t see the oil slick
on the floor (resulting from a crack in the bucket that must
have been made by me dropping it ). I slipped on the oil!
I fell forward and was stopped only by the top of my head
meeting the bonnet release catch, the bonnet being left
up from the previous day.
When a familiar warm liquid started to trickle down my
forehead, I had little doubt regarding the extent of the injury. In younger days, I encountered more than my fair share
of sporting accidents, so I had a wealth of experience in
recognising such symptoms. I went into the house. My
wife took one look at me, went pale as a sheet and had
to sit down. I went next door, knocked, and said to Dave
my neighbour, “Sorry to bother you, but could you have a
look at this and tell me if you think it needs a stitch?” He
reached for his coat and said simply, “I’ll drive you.” This
was a kind gesture, but I declined. I said I would be okay,
and I didn’t want him to waste his Sunday morning on a
hospital trip. With hindsight – I should have taken up his
offer– the Cussflu virus was about to strike.
I grabbed a towel, dabbed my head, made the decision
to take the Cortina to A&E (if I was going to bleed in the
car, it may as well be my oldest car!). I closed the bonnet
and solemnly promised my wife I would be back by 2pm
to take her for her lunch. Now whatever we think about
the “Dagenham Donkey”, it could be a fast car to drive. I
got to Hermon Hill in no time, but then realised something
was wrong. The car kept steering to the left! I got out and
saw that the front left tyre was almost flat. I cursed. My
head was now throbbing intensely and I was sweating in

the morning sun. I got the jack and spare out, jacked the
car up, replaced the wheel and saw that the puncture had
been caused by a clout nail. I cursed again, because the
previous week I had upset a box of these nails and obviously hadn’t made a good job of sweeping up.
I finally got to A&E at about 11am and saw the triage
nurse. She took my towel and gave me a new dressing
to hold against my wound. “Three or four stitches should
do it,” she said and then added those dreaded words,
“Please take a seat.” Whipps Cross A&E that Sunday
morning was full of injured sportsmen and DIY’ers with
various bits missing. I sat down under a video screen
which was attempting to show the film “Superman”. There
was a problem with the screen, so I moved to another
seat. This was fine for 5 minutes and then the screen
went completely blank. This was hell-on-earth. A middleaged chap was sitting next to me, with a bandage covering the fingers of one hand. “What happened to you?” I
asked. He replied, “I was tuning my son’s model aircraft
engine, in the vice. The propeller was connected, and as
I ran it up to speed, it decided to take-off, and shot out of
the vice. I grabbed it and I think I’ve lost the tops of my
fingers.” I winced. He asked (mainly out of courtesy), what
I had done? But just as I was about to reply, the nurse
called him, and I didn’t see him again. Time ticked on and
I waited for what seemed hours. Then finally, I was called
to a seat in the corridor opposite the treatment rooms.
It had now gone 1pm. I called my wife and told her to
tell the restaurant there would be a slight delay. I reckoned that if I got seen soon, I could get home, change,
shower (carefully) and get to lunch with only a minimal
delay. The time ticked on. Finally, a voice called my name
and I entered the cubicle. She was a smashing nurse,
friendly, with an attractive freckled face and caring manner. Immediately she said, “I apologise for keeping you
waiting, but I’m the only one certified to stitch heads, and
we’ve been so busy this morning.” “That’s okay,” I replied,
“but I’ve got a lunch appointment at 2 o’clock, and really
would appreciate it if you could be as quick as you can.”
“Of course I will,” she said. I donned a much too small
white smock, laid on the trolley on my left side, with my
face six inches from the wall. I felt the soothing cold wash
being dabbed on my skull. “It’ll need three stitches,” she
said and added, “I’ll need to freeze your head first with a
small injection.” “That’s no problem; I’ve got a head like a
pepper-can from accidents. I’m used to it,” I said. I looked
at my watch; 1:45pm, I might just do it if she’s quick.
I felt the first tingle of anaesthetic being injected, then
a second. But then I heard a piercing scream from the
nurse! “What’s happened?” I blurted out. A doctor came
rushing into the cubicle and demanded to know what was
going on. “I’ve got anaesthetic in my eye!” she cried, and
they both hurriedly disappeared, somewhere down the
corridor. I was left there lying on the trolley and looking at
my watch. Sometime later, my nurse returned, with the
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doctor. He advised her, “Try not to get anything in that eye
today, because with that stuff in there, you won’t feel it,
and it could scratch your eye-ball.” This information didn’t
help her concentration. And with that, he left. My nurse
apologised to me again, and mumbled something about
floppy needles and wrong angles, and when she resumed
with the injections, I sensed the poor girl’s hand was shaking. After a time, (to allow the anaesthetic to take effect),
she started her needlework. However, it hurt so much that
she had to administer more injections with more waiting.
Obviously, the prospect of a nice meal was now rapidly disappearing. I finally got home, hot, hair matted and tired,
about 3pm. My wife stood on the doorstep, shaking her
head. “They wouldn’t keep our table for a measly hour?”
I enquired. “No,” was the response. “That’s the last time
I book there,” I said. The demonic little virus had struck
again, caused havoc and obviously thought anniversaries
were very over-rated occasions.
Footnote: We only returned to the Rodings when it
changed management, and became a Chinese restaurant. Is there a moral to this true story? If there is, it’s
this: never work on your car before you plan to take your
wife out. If possible, avoid A&E – and most important –
don’t get infected by the Cussflu virus. G.o.W
Six humans trapped by
happenstance
In dark and bitter cold
Each one possessed a stick
of wood,
Or so the story’s told.

and thought
Of the wealth he had in
store.
And how to keep what he
had earned
From the lazy, shiftless poor.

Their dying fire in need of
logs,
The first woman held hers
back.
For on the faces around the
fire,
She noticed one was black.

The black man’s face
bespoke revenge
As the fire passed from sight,
For all he saw in his stick of
wood
Was a chance to spite the
white.

The next man looking cross
the way,
Saw one not of his church,
And couldn’t bring himself
to give
The fire his stick of birch.

The last man of this forlorn
group
Did naught except for gain
Giving only to those who
gave
Was how he played the
game.

The third one sat in tattered
clothes,
He gave his coat a hitch.
Why should his log be put to
use,
To warm the idle rich?
The rich man just sat back

The logs held tight in death’s
still hands
Was proof of human sin.
They didn’t die from the cold
without,
They died from
THE COLD WITHIN.
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Colette Collins& Lou Macpherson

Tributes to

Colette Collins 14 April 1923 – 28 July 2010
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Colette’s tongue. When the Lord asks
Colette, ‘How many enemies did you
make in my name?’ Colette will surely
pass muster.
Colette was born in Dublin on the
14th of April 1923 and was baptised Elizabeth Lily Colette Collins.
At no time during Colette’s life did
she reveal the middle name Lily and
somehow it is not a name that suited
Colette; perhaps that is why she never
admitted to having it. Her father, a
sergeant in the Seaforth Highlanders,
was not present at her birth as he
was in Egypt where Colette was conceived. Colette’s mother had returned
from Egypt to have her only child. She
never returned to the bug infested
army accommodation that was her
home for the first few months of her
marriage.
During her childhood Colette saw
little of her father who was always
posted far afield from Dublin and
what became the family home.
However she cherished the photographs of her Da, as she called him,
in full Highland regalia.
Colette attended a convent school
in Dublin until she was 17 from where
she entered the Order of the Sisters
of Marie Reparatrice. There she was
taken ill. She claimed, due to lack
of due care and attention she developed a facial palsy which remained
with her throughout her life. Colette
felt that the care and attention she
should have had from her fellow sisters was not up to standard. After
asking the Mother Superior, in typical Colette fashion, ‘Is that how you
look after your sisters?’ she parted
company with the convent at the
age of 18 and enrolled with the
Women’s Auxiliary Air Force on the
19th November 1941. Colette was
posted to Kirkbuddo in Scotland, a
strategically important radar station
which was where her particular talent
for administration first emerged.

She served there all the war years
until her discharge, nine days before
her 23rd birthday, in 1946, by which
time she held the rank of Corporal
and was awarded a certificate of
merit for devotion to duty. Many in the
parish who knew her over the many
years that she served as sacristan
will know how devoted she was to
the task and woe betide any poor
soul, priest, peasant or bishop, who
might wander into the sacristy and
upset her routine. Nothing was more
important to her than serving the
priests both in the sacristy and out of
it, many times keeping them on their
toes but also caring for their material
needs in an exemplary manner.
After discharge from the WAAFs
Colette returned to the Convent,
no doubt by then under a different
superior. Once again Colette suffered illness and had both mastoids
removed causing her to leave the
convent again after only a very short
period. She was frequently heard to
lament to those who didn’t speak
loudly enough. ‘You forget I have two
mastoids.’ The fact is everybody else
had two but she had none.
From the convent Colette entered
the prison service in Liverpool as
an administrator. She made herself responsible for weeding out the
Catholics among the inmates and
seeing that they got to regular Mass.
It was not long before she was given
the responsibility of taking some of
the most hardened criminals to Mass.
Many of these inmates grew to know
Christ through Colette. Colette had a
wonderful rapport with them and they
respected her.
Those who work in the prison service become, in a way, prisoners
themselves. After some years Colette
felt the need to leave the work culture
of the prison service and entered the
National Health Service in the Royal
Liverpool Hospital. Only two years

her beloved
Franciscans
and particu-larly St Pio,
to whom she
had a lasting devotion
and in the
words of
one ex-altar
boy, who loved Colette in spite
of the many telling offs, Heaven will
not know what has hit it.
In the last few months of her life
Colette lost much of her usual energy
and genuine interest in everybody
she met. They were difficult times for
her and for those who cared for her;
Linda Newton, Val Leahy and Mary
Graham. Eventually she was admitted to Cedar Ward at Whipps Cross
Hospital where she received the most
exemplary care from all of the staff.
There can be absolutely no criticism
of the manner in which she was
treated and the optimism of doctors,
carers and nurses who spoke only
of returning her to active life when
everybody knew she would never see
her home again.

Colette with others from the parish
on pilgrimage to Walsingham

Cedar Ward is a shining beacon of
perfection in a much criticised NHS.
Accusations of hastening the elderly
to die by withholding fluids and nourishment from them does certainly
not apply in this case; in fact the very
opposite is so.
It is appropriate that in the pages
of this publication that has so often
printed adverse comment of Whipps
Cross Hospital it should now carry a
special thank you for the manner in
which Colette and all who visited were
treated, in a sympathetic loving and
caring manner.

Lou Macpherson 9 October 1932 – 8 August 2010
On the 18th of
August, exactly
one week after
saying goodbye
to one of our
parish’s greats;
Colette Collins,
(see page 6)
the funeral of
another equally
prominent parishioner took place.
The church was packed with Lou’s
extended family and many parishioners who had come in contact with
Lou in his many roles in the parish for
over half a century.
Fr Austin McCormack read the
Gospel and gave a brief homily mindful of the Eulogy to come.
The Gospel John 14: 1-6.
‘I am going now to prepare a place
for you? And after I have gone and
prepared you a place, I shall return to
IN TOuCH 2010 Issue 3

take you with me.’
How often have we heard these
comforting words that Jesus took
from the Jewish betrothal ceremony,
in which the bridegroom addresses
his bride-to-be on leaving her for a
while with her parents? This text
sums up microcosmically the meaning of our life as Christians; born
into betrothal with Christ in baptism,
living life to the full in expectation of
the marriage consummation in death.
Lou was the epitome of one living
life to the full even during his years
of disability; he was never heard to
complain, knowing that the marriage
feast awaited him.
When Geoff Craft, Lou’s brother-inlaw stepped up to the lectern, many in
the pews were reminded, by his likeness to his father, of his parents who
were, in their time, part of the fabric of
St Thomas’s

Below is an abridged version of
Geoff’s eulogy:
Louis Walker Macpherson was born
in Aldershot in 1932, the first of four
children to a Scottish regular soldier
and a French mother. Thanks to a
registrar who was perhaps less than
the sharpest tool in the box, Lou was
recorded initially as a baby girl named
Louise. Some girl!
His father, with the family, was soon
posted to the north of India - now
Pakistan - where they survived the
massive earthquake in Quetta in May,
1935, in which some 20,000 people
died. The Macphersons were sent to
France as refugees and then moved
to Glasgow to stay with the paternal
grandmother. By that time Lou could
speak only French and Hindustani so
was sent out to play with the local kids
to learn English. The first phrase he
brought home was, “I’ll bash ye”.
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On the 11th
August 2010
almost a hundred parishioners of St
Thomas
of
Canterbur y
and friends of
Colette attended the Mass in celebration of Colette’s life. Had it not been
August, when so many people were
away on holiday, there might have
been double that number to acknowledge the life of one of the parish’s
best known ‘characters’ over the past
36 years since Colette arrived like a
tornado in the parish in April of 1973.
In his thought provoking homily at
the Mass Fr Austin commented ‘There
is nothing extraordinary about dying
or about death. It is one of the most
natural happenings. Once we engage
with life we are already accepting that
it will end; that someday, somewhere,
sometime, someone will attend your
funeral. This is as sure as winter follows spring; decay follows growth,
death – the final act of life. No matter
how prepared we are for death’s inevitability, it always takes us by surprise.
When that happens to someone close
and special to us, death does not feel
at all natural, but something strange
and intrusive. There is a strange and
unwanted silence where once there
was a life-time of movement and
activity.’
It was that last sentence that
aroused in me a smile of amusement
for surely there are few around whom
there is as much movement and activity as there was around Colette. And
silence was for others in the sacristy
and in the Blessed Sacrament Chapel
where Colette’s voice alone was often
heard chastising those who dared to
gossip in these sacred parts of our
church. Nobody caught gossiping in
the Blessed Sacrament chapel was
too grand to feel the rough edge of

later, in her inimical way, she found
it necessary to remind a consultant
that he was not God. He was not a
person who relished being reminded
and according to Colette, he hounded
her out of the job.
Her final post as an administrator was with Price Waterhouse, and
it was there that she was working
in 1973 when she came with her
mother to this parish. From the date
of her arrival Colette played a major
role in parish affairs. She ran a prayer
group in her tiny flat and many recall
how she organised these meetings
and kept a firm grip on proceedings.
It was Colette who founded the OverFifty-Five Club, now referred to as the
Tuesday club and all have fond memories of the little bell she acquired to
maintain order. When Colette rang her
bell there had to be absolute silence.
A short time after her retirement
from Price Waterhouse, Colette was
professed on the 13th October 1991
in the Secular Franciscan Order in
which she served for five years, in her
typical efficient manner, as president.
Surely Colette will already be fussing around Heaven seeking out

For the duration of the 2nd World
War the family lived in Edinburgh.
His father had been evacuated from
Dunkirk carrying in his underclothes
some tin soldiers, bayonets poised,
that he had acquired for son Louis.
He later claimed that the scratches
he got from the soldiers’ bayonets
were the only war wounds he ever
suffered.
Major Macpherson senior then
worked in the wilds of Scotland training Commandos with Colonel Charles
Newman who himself was later to
come into Louis’ life.
After the war the family
lived in Malta and later
Tripoli. In 1948 Lou
joined the Army as an
apprentice in the Royal
Engineers later serving
in the Middle East and
Cyprus. He was awarded a General Service
Medal - for service in the
Suez Canal Zone 19511954 - as was our Friar
at St Thomas’, Brother Malachy.
Posted back to England in 1955 to
train apprentices in Harrogate, he happened upon Woodford to visit friends,
where he met a young Rosalie Craft
and that put an end to his travels.
Ros and Lou were married in St
Thomas’s in 1956. unable to obtain
married quarters in Harrogate, Lou
bought himself out of the Army
and was employed as a Surveyor
and Architectural Technician by Col
Newman, his father’s military friend,
at W & C French in Buckhurst Hill.
After a move to union International
in London he was made redundant in 1991 and became the only
male Dinner Lady in Redbridge at
St Anthony’s school. The little children at school thought he was magic
because their sausages would
‘squeak’ when he cut them up!
The marriage was blessed with
five children, Andrew, Simon, Paul,
Angela and Rosalie Jane. Rosalie
and Lou spread their love of children well beyond the family home in
Monkhams Lane; Rosalie as Captain
of the 15th Woodford Guides and
Lou as Cub Scout Master of the 43rd
Epping Forest South and later Group

Scout Master. Lou’s 20 years of commitment was awarded with a Long
Service Decoration from the Scout
movement. The cubs associated
their leader so closely with the Friary
that they added the letters OFM after
his name. Nothing to do with membership of the Order of Friars Minor
but affectionately as “Old Fat Mac”; it
is said that those cubs would follow
him anywhere and his influence was
immense.
Lou was involved with the parish in so many ways. He became

apples because he, Lou, had to ‘look
after’ his baby sister in her pram. He
happily stowed away the fruits however, in the pram, as they came flying
over the wall.
It must have driven Rosalie mad
sometimes to find her “NO” turned
into a “YES” by Lou for a daughter
who could twist him round her little
finger.
He never kept track of his tools and
his son Simon, we are told, still has a
garage full of them.
Worst of all, Lou was an inveterate Spurs supporter. He
would tell against himself the story of a visit to
the Exchange Shopping
Centre in Ilford when he
spotted a shop window
full of sports equipment
and memorabilia and
went in to ask if they had
anything with a Tottenham
Hotspur connection. The
assistant quietly drew his
attention to the name
over the door, “West Ham united”.
Lou’s activities were hardly curtailed by a heart attack in 1982 or
the onset of Diabetes in 1991 but the
amputation of a leg in 2006, which
confined him to a wheelchair, was
followed by increasing deterioration
in his health. While he was in hospital Rosalie organised the move from
Monkhams Lane to their flat at the top
of Mornington Road. It was a perfect
location in many ways as Lou would
often have Ros push him out on to
the pavement at 3.15 on school days
so that he could hand out sweets to
the kids and chat to the young mums.
He always loved the little ones most
of all. For the last few months of his
life, one of the main topics of conversation which really seemed to interest
him had to do with his own grandchildren who were so close to his heart.
He continued to come to church
regularly, even once confined to a
wheelchair, and he and Ros rarely
missed the 10am weekday Mass,
helped in no small way by the wonderful people who offered to help push
him to and from the church.
Lou’s story is one of duty, certainly,
but mostly one of service and love.

He also ‘ministered’ especially to the
little children of the parish. He would
regularly dish out packets of sweets
to those who had been very good at
Mass (probably all of them!) hence he
became known as “Fr Smartie”.
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one of the first Special Ministers of
the Eucharist but was perhaps best
remembered in his role as usher at
the 10:00am Mass. Sitting at the
back of the church organising seating, collections, offertory processions
etc, he was such a regular face that
on one occasion, someone arriving
just in time for midnight Mass asked
him to hear confession. He also ‘ministered’ especially to the little children of the parish. He would regularly dish out packets of sweets to
those who had been very good at
Mass (probably all of them!) hence
he became known as “Fr Smartie”.
If this wasn’t enough, he designed
and project managed a new pavilion
for the Friary Tennis Club, became
one of the first Parish Councillors and
organised, with the late Jim Dodson,
who died in the same week, Parish
Garden Fetes and Christmas Bazaars.
It was suggested that he and Jim will
now be sitting together in one of the
Father’s many mansions organising
Heavenly fund raisers.
There always has to be, of course,
a debit side to every account. As a
lad in Edinburgh he pushed his young
brother Ian over a wall to ‘scrump’

IN TOuCH 2010 Issue 3
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A Grand Gathering
By Perry Stevens

T

he fraudulent Iranian
elections of last year
sparked mass outcry
against the thirtyyear-old, hegemonic,
Islamic-fundamentalist regime in
Iran. Nowhere was the uproar
louder than amongst the Iranian
Diaspora, most of whom had been
exiled from their homes or forced
to flee in fear of their
lives. Whilst the antiregime protests were
broadcast throughout
the world shortly after
the rigged elections,
the media soon moved
on to a new story and

attend the ‘Grand Gathering’, a rally
in support of the Iranian people’s
democratic revolution and in solidarity with the residents of Ashraf. Being
somewhat of a political enthusiast
the offer was almost impossible to
refuse, so needless to say I jumped
at it, as did Rosa and Sukie.
I am interested in the field of politics but I was not exceptionally well
informed about the
cause that I would
be supporting. I’d
heard about the
rigged elections

“
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”

much of his speech was tainted with his neo-conservative
views. I could not help but
feel that his support for
the PMOI was somewhat
based on self-preservation as his speech
mostly focused on the
dangers of Iran gaining nuclear weapons. Granted, he
was accepting that
the PMOI’s
third option was
the only way to avoid
it. I did feel that his speech
was very much focusing on the
wrong aspect of the Iranian problem.
Rather than discussing the terrible
human rights violations he seemed
to imply that the most important thing
to him was stopping
Iran
gaining weapons of
mass destruction.

“

I knew I was
in the presence of
someone great.

”

When Mrs. Rajavi took to the stage
she was met by thunderous applause
and chants of ‘viva Ashraf!’ Confetti
appeared to fall from the heavens
It was easy to see why so
and joyous music was played; I knew
I was in the presence of someone
many people were so passionate
great. Her extensive speech covered
many
topics, including last year’s
about the cause we were
invasion of Camp Ashraf by the Iraqi
supporting. I too was becoming
government which resulted in
‘eleven martyrs, four who
equally passionate.
died because they were
minister of Spain José María Aznar B o l t o n
refused medical treatment;
and ex US Ambassador to the UN seemed to
with 130 maimed and 370
John Bolton, both of whom made pledge his support to Maryam Rajavi injured, who still have their bullet
lengthy speeches on this sweltering and the PMOI because they have wounds.’ These ‘barbaric attacks’ on
hot day. The support of such key vowed to keep Iran free of nuclear ‘unshielded bodies’ are the responsiinternational figures is paramount to weapons. Despite my cynicism I can- bility of the US government, accordnot deny that his high profile pres- ing to Rajavi. ‘The responsibility to
the cause of the PMOI.
John Bolton’s speech was of great ence was beneficial to the cause I guarantee protection of Ashraf resiimportance as he condemned the was supporting.
dents remains with the US under
US government for refusing to
de-proscribe the PMOI. Whilst
I tried to remain objective
when listening to his
address, it seemed that

“

”

an armed opposition,
surrendered
their
weapons to the US at
the time of the first Gulf
War, and now conducts
a non-military, democratic approach to oust
the ‘turbaned fasIn Touch 2010 Issue 3
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and the crimes
against humanity
that the Iranian govwe were left in the dark about ernment had committed, but I was
the outcome of these protests unaware as to the full extent to which
and opposition to the Iranian the situation had worsened. For
leader Mahmoud Ahmadinejad. those who are as equally ill-informed
But although not so widely broad- as I was; Camp Ashraf began as a
cast, the demonstrations con- refugee camp for Iranians. It is now
known as Ashraf
tinued; they got
City with the finest
larger and larger
We heard stories
facilities anywhere
and particularin the Middle East.
ly, with a new
of rape, torture
It is situated in Iraq.
fervour,
after
the slaying of and murder committed The City itself has
become subNeda. Hundreds
by
the
revolutionary
ject to much
of
thousands
controversy
risked their lives
guard
as its control has
daily by taking to
the streets to demonstrate with- recently been transferred from the
out weapons against the regime. U.S. military to the Iraqi government.
Shortly after my AS Level exams It is feared that once the U.S. military
had finished in late June, the editor of pull out of Iraq, these citizens will be
In Touch gave me and two other stu- in great danger.
Whilst on the coach on the way
dents from Trinity – Sukie Whitehall
and Rosa Hurdidge - the opportu- to our hotel in France we were told
nity to go to Paris for the weekend to anecdotes about the situation in Iran

from Iranian refugees that travelled
with us. We heard stories of rape,
torture and murder committed by the
revolutionary guard (Ahmadinejad’s
police force) against members of the
opposition. Many Iranians who had
used cameras to record the police
brutality against the people, which
enabled the world to see the revolts,
were forced to flee Iran in fear of
their lives. The man who took the
famous picture that appeared on the
cover of the Times magazine showing
crowds demonstrating in the streets
of Tehran, the capital of Iran, in front
of the Azadi Tower, was told
that he would be killed if he
did not leave Iran immediately.
A police state exists where
any dissidents are violently
silenced. It was easy to see
why so many people were so
passionate about the cause
we were supporting. I too was becoming equally passionate.
Maryam Rajavi, President Elect,
lives in exile outside Paris from where
she is the charismatic and much
loved leader of the opposition group,
the PMOI, (People’s Mujahedin of
Iran). She was the keynote speaker at the
Gathering. The
PMOI, initially

cists’, as Rajavi described them. The
PMOI, due to Western attempts to
appease the Mullahs, were branded a
Terrorist Organisation and proscribed
in the US and throughout Europe.
Today the EU, and European states
not in the EU, have removed the
PMOI from the terrorist list. However,
the United States have yet to de-proscribe it due to their continuing policy
of appeasement. The PMOI’s ‘Third
Option’ i.e., no military engagement,
no appeasement but a democratic
revolution from the people of Iran, is
much hindered by the United States’
continuing appeasement policy.
An estimated 100,000 thousand
people attended the Gathering in
Paris and there was an atmosphere
of excitement and unity that warmed
the heart. People of all ages, colours
and creeds attended in support of
this cause. There were dozens of
important public figures in attendance, including the former prime

the fourth Geneva Convention’. It
is feared that another such attack
may befall the people of Ashraf as
the coalition forces withdraw leaving
Ashraf unprotected.
Rajavi called for the West to support the regime change, saying ‘We
demand a suspension of purchasing
oil and gas from this regime immediately.’ The president-elect has recognised that if European and North
American powers stop financially
supporting Ahmadinejad the people
of Iran will be able to force a regime
change. According to Rajavi, 3500
politicians from North America and
Europe have signed a declaration in
support of the National Council of
Resistance of Iran.
As the conference drew to a close,
we travelled back to our hotel. The
journey home was made in relative quiet, most people sitting and
reflecting on the powerful words they
had just heard. The next morning
goodbyes were said to the friends
we’d made on our trip. As I bid farewell to one of the Iranian men, I told
him I was looking forward to seeing
him next year at the next gathering
in Paris. ‘Oh no,’ he said, ‘the next
gathering will be in Iran. We will
take to the streets of Tehran crying
out Assadi, freedom.’ I do hope he
is right.

HUMOUR
By Jo King

IranianCivil
Laws
Article 1108:
“Whenever a woman
refrains from
delivering her
nuptial duties toward
her husband without
any justifiable
impediment, she
does not deserve to
receive food, and be
given accommodation
and clothing - or
alimony.”
Article 1043
makes marriage for
girls conditional
on the “consent
from a father or
grandfather”
Article 1114: “A
wife must live in a
home that her husband
chooses, unless she
is given the right to
live in a location of
her choice.”
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These are genuine
idiot sightings on British soil

Islamic
Punishment Act
Article 104:
“During stoning, the
stones should not be
so large that the
victim dies after
being hit by two of
them, nor too small
not to be defined as
stones”
Article 638:
“Women who appear
in public without
observing the
religious veil, will
be imprisoned from 10
days to two months or
fined from 50 to 500
thousand rials”
Article 209:
“If a muslim man
deliberately murders
a woman, he will be
sentenced to death but the family of the
victim must pay half
the blood money as
compensation for his
death”

1 My daughter and I went through
the McDonald’s take-out window and
I gave the girl a £5 note. Our total was
£4.20, so I also handed her a twenty
pence piece.
She said, ‘you gave me too much
money.’ I said, ‘Yes I know, but that
way you can just give me a pound
back in change.’
She was puzzled and went to get
the manager who asked me to repeat
my request. I did so, and he handed
me back the 20 pence and said:
‘We’re sorry but we can’t do that
kind of thing.’ The girl then proceeded
to give me back 80 pence in change!
Moral: Don’t get smart with the
staff at MacD’s..

that we did not have a ‘large’ enough
motor on the opener. I thought for
a minute, and said that we had the
largest one GARADOR made at that
time, a 1/2 horsepower. He shook his
head and said, ‘Madam, you need a
1/4 horsepower..’ I responded that
1/2 was larger than 1/4 and he
said,’NOOO, it’s not. Four is larger
than two..’
We haven’t used Garador repair
since; happened in Moor Park, Nr
Watford.

3 I live in a semi-rural area. We recently had a new neighbour call the local
town council office to request the
removal of the “DEER CROSSING”
sign on our road.
She said the reason was : ‘Too
2 We had to have the garage door
repaired. The GARADOR repairman many deer are being hit by cars out
told us that one of our problems was here! I don’t think this is a good place

for them to be crossing anymore.’
Story from Potters Bar, Herts, UK

4 My daughter went to a local
Kentucky Fried and ordered a taco.
She asked the person behind the
counter for ‘minimal lettuce.’
He said he was sorry, but they only
had iceberg lettuce.
From South Oxhey, Herts, UK
5 I was at the airport, checking in at
the gate when an airport employee
asked, ‘Has anyone put anything in
your baggage without your knowledge?’
To which I replied, ‘If it was without
my knowledge, how would I know?”
He smiled knowingly and nodded,
‘That’s why we ask.’
Happened at Luton Airport, UK
6 The stoplight on the corner buzzes
when it’s safe to cross the street. I
was crossing with an intellectually
challenged co-worker of mine.
She asked me if I knew what the
buzzer was for. I explained that it
signals to blind people when the light
is red.
Appalled, she responded, ‘What on
earth are blind people doing driving?!’
She is a Local County Counciller
employee in Harrow, Middlesex, UK

But there are other types of idiots. They can be
found almost anywhere in the world
And this year’s glorious Winner is:
When his 38-caliber revolver failed
to fire at his intended victim during
a hold-up in Long Beach, California,
would-be robber James Elliot did
something that can only inspire wonder. He peered down the barrel and
tried the trigger again. This time it
worked.
And now, the Honourable
Mentions:
The chef at a hotel in Switzerland lost
a finger in a meat-cutting machine
and submitted a claim to his insurance company. The company expecting negligence sent out one of its men
In Touch 2010 Issue 3

to have a look for himself. He tried the the driver went to a nearby bus stop
machine and he also lost a finger. and offered everyone waiting there
a free ride. He then delivered the
The chef’s claim was approved.
passengers to the mental hospital,
A man who shovelled snow for an telling the staff that the patients were
hour to clear a space for his car dur- very excitable and prone to bizarre
ing a blizzard in Chicago returned fantasies. The deception wasn’t diswith his vehicle to find a woman had covered for 3 days.
taken the space. Understandably, he
A Texas teenager was in the hosshot her.
pital recovering from serious head
After stopping for drinks at an illegal wounds received from an oncoming
bar, a Zimbabwean bus driver found train. When asked how he received
that the 20 mental patients he was the injuries, the lad told police that he
supposed to be transporting from was simply trying to see how close he
Harare to Bulawayo had escaped. Not could get his head to a moving train
wanting to admit his incompetence, before he was hit.
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Hair Stylist
Colour Specialist
Now working in this
area in the comfort of
your own home
Call Tina
for an appointment on
Tel no 020 8418 9119 or
mobile 07957 977380

TIMEGOLD
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that advertising in In Touch is worthwhile
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GET PAID FOR YOUR OPINION
Code 3 Research is an online customer database
where you can register for free to take part in paid
market research events in your local area. Typically
participants can expect to earn £40 to £100 cash
just for chatting to other similar people for two hours.
The sessions are fun and enjoyable and can be
about a variety of different topics.
Your opinion is important to Companies who provide goods or services to the UK Market. Through
you they can gain valuable insight into how to develop or market their product or service and they are
willing to pay for that.
How do you get involved?
Log onto code3research.co.uk to find out more and
to register your details using a quick easy registration
form, then sit back and wait for us to contact you
with invitations to market research events in your
local area.
OR.....Call Carmel or David on .... 0121 745 0628

Diamond, gold and silver
Jewellery
*
Michel Herbelin, and Accurist
Watches
Gifts for all occasions
*
LLADRÓ figurines
*
On the premises repairs to
Watches, clocks and
Jewellery
****
25 The Broadway
Woodford Green
IG8 0HQ
***
020 8504 6140
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Sudoku...
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3

4

5
5

news BulleTIn

Rachel Hourigan has joined forces with Georgi Yavashev in producing
this issue’s Kids Pages, a partnership that hopefully will last for many
issues to come. Georgi has just left Snaresbrook Primary school and
from September he will start in Woodbridge High school. Georgie was
born in Bulgaria and speaks both English and Bulgarian perfectly. He
has a particular interest in all the sciences, is an expert on Bulgarian
history and loves his Jack Russell terrier Milo.
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Name the Fruit!

6

Originally, carrots were
purple on the outside.

3
5

Wordsearch
autumn • cold • cosy • falling • freezing
• gloves • hat • hot-food • inside •
leaves • rain • raincoats • season •
shivers • sweaters • tea • trees • winter
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The biggest thing a blue
whale can swallow is a
grapefruit.
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Join the dots in numerical order to
create the picture. The first two
have been done for you!
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Chronicle of Parish Events By PA Nache
Gloria Gotschalk and Linda Newton continue there efforts in
support of the poor in Cebo, Phillipines.
on Sunday 25th July a
grand barbecue was
held at Gloria’s home
that raised £400 by
6 pm and it was still
going on when this
reporter left. The normal amount raised at
Gloria’s annual BBQ
is in the region of
£200. With an entry
fee of only £5:00 for
all you can eat and
drink this must have
One of the mother’s with her child who will
been the best value
benefit from the gifts
anywhere in the uK.
And the food was good; meat was mainly donated by George, Gloria’s
brother, who claims to know a good butcher. The burgers certainly testified to that. Terry, Linda’s long suffering husband, donated several cases
of wine which one attendee, found drunk in charge of a push bike,
claimed was only grape juice. Money raised goes toward the college fees
of catherine who has been promised by Linda and Gloria that her education will be paid by them if not by charitable donations. An earlier issue of
In Touch carried a letter of appreciation from catherine. Below is a recent
letter received from the sisters in cebo following receipt in June of two
boxes sent in March 2010.
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next year. Anyone who wants more
information about the group, which
was founded by former “In Touch”
editor, Brian howes, should contact
Angela on 020 8504 2138 or email
the parish office at parishoffice@friar.
org

A report By Leigh-Ann Murray.
on July 9th the 15th Woodford Guides
based at St. Thomas of canterbury
church set up their tents at chigwell
Row camping site to celebrate the
centenary of the Girl Guide Association
along with other groups form the area.
The movement was formed in 1910
by Agnes Baden-Powell who wanted
to form an organisation similar to
Scouts for girls. The Girl Guides which
has in its 100 years given girls the
opportunity to take part in life affirming activities, has travelled with the
times to create a fun-packed and educational program. The Rainbows and
Brownies were also formed as part of
the Girl Guides and together the three
groups along with their leaders have
helped to celebrate this amazing year.
We had an event-filled Friday night
which included setting up camp,
attending the opening ceremony
where the organisers explained why
this momentous event was so important before we danced the night away
at DJ harmz party.
Saturday proved to be even more
entertaining as all the Guides were
invited to take an around the world
trip by exploring the different sections of the campsite each with a
craft, activity and food from different
places in the world. These included
Asia, Europe and Africa. The Guides
could enjoy quad biking, drumming,
fake wounds, surfing, a bouncy castle inspired rocket, as well as making
head dresses, carving soap, enjoying a tent pitching competition and
eating hotdogs.
During the day the Rainbows and
Brownies also joined the fun with
a multitude of activities and crafts
arranged for them to enjoy the centeIn Touch 2010 Issue 3

nary. The Brownies could take part in
an animal show, crocodile rodeo, circus skills, gladiator duelling and bouncy castles. They could also get creative
by making animal purses, chinese
bead key rings, decorating masks and
origami creatures. The Rainbows also
had a section of the campsite where
they took part in crazy-golf, and learning about and looking at different animals as well as bouncy castles, face
painting and some craft activities.
Late Saturday afternoon saw the
Rainbows and Brownies take to the
stage in a celebration of the centenary
where the girls enjoyed singing and
doing the actions to many popular
young guiding songs. They were also
able to watch the entertainment as a
local dance school took to the stage
to show off their abilities. Later on the
guides joined the event as a multitude
of people took to the stage including
girls who had learnt African drumming
that day, and many music acts. The
highlight of the night was harmony,
two girls who starred in Britain’s Got
Talent last year. They pulled two guides
up on stage to dance with them,
one of which was 15th Woodford’s
olivia. other musical acts were Jimmy
Sparkle who sang the classics for the
leaders, Burning condors, creak and
The Famous class. The girls once
again spent the night with friends,
laughing and dancing to a variety of
good music.
The final day of the centenary camp
included Guides own, a celebration of
the achievements of guides through
the years as well as praise for all the
work and events the girls had done
during the centenary year. The guides
also took part in a variety of activities
including writing messages of thanks
to their leaders, the opportunity to
meet some of the other guides they
had not over the weekend and watching doves be released as a sign of the
past and what is to come in the future.
After Guides own the girls were able
to attend a mass in the open air chapel held by our own Father Michael

whom our guide leaders had asked
to attend.
Sunday also allowed the guides to
take part in some of the same activities they had previously not had a
chance to do some of the activities
included the zip wire, dance workshop, lantern making and crazy golf.
The event was finished with a closing
ceremony which saw the leaders of
each group obtain their thank-you
messages, awards and thanks given
to girls and volunteers who had taken
part in the organisation of the event.
The guides then had to take down
their tents and say goodbye to their
friends as they left the centenary
camp with smiling faces and a lot of
great memories which hopefully will
be passed on to the guides in 100
years time.

Brother
Malachy’s 40th
anniversary
Reported by
Lesley Beerlie
The 4th June saw
the 40th anniversary of Brother
Malachy’s taking
the habit as a Franciscan. The next
issue of In Touch will have a biography of Malachy but for the time being
suffice it to say that he is best known
to parishioners greeting them as they
arrive for Mass on the steps outside
the church.
normally at celebrations we have
a cake but as Malachy is diabetic it
seemed unfair that guests should
have a cake that he could not eat, but
the cWL were aware that he is rather
partial to bread pudding so made a
bread pudding instead of a cake. To
keep with tradition the usual wedding
cake stand was used and Malachy
used the bride’s knife to cut the bread
pudding which he was then given to
take to the friary to enjoy with his fellow friars.
It was a wonderful event to celebrate.
19
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Dear Gloria, Linda and Parishioners,
Greetings from Sr Elizabeth in Cebu, Philippines.
once again, I would like to thank you for being so generous enough to
send those big boxes of clothes, nappies, soap, shampoo and medicines,
we received just recently. The support mothers helped me in segregating
and distribution of the items to the needy.
Every Saturday we are conducting a medical clinic to the different Sitios
that has no access on medical services; we usually visit the poorest area
in the vicinity. We impart lecture on proper nutrition, health and hygiene,
after the lecture the attending physician will conduct medical consultation and provide first aid and medicines to the patients. We also gave
out clothes, nappies, etc. that we got from you to the patients and the
children. They were very glad and thankful that there are generous people
like you (Linda and Gloria) who shared your blessings to the poor. here are
some photos during the distribution of the items.
Meanwhile Gloria has another box ready to go which contains a donation
of 25 Diabetes testing machines which are an invaluable asset in the
mission. Gloria maintains also a stock of painkillers that are sent out in
small quantities over time. But such mundane items such as fabric samples are cherished for use in different crafts. The greatest gifts, perhaps,
are the wonderful clothes and toys received from parishioners who continue to show immense support. It does help that Linda works for hSBc in
the Broadway where it is claimed she knows everyone in the area. Both
Linda and Gloria continue to spread the word and no-body escapes!!!

Bereavement Support Group
on Sunday,18th April,2010, a small
group gathered in the Blessed
Sacrament chapel for the first child
Bereavement Service at St. Thomas’s.
organised by Kathie Teahan, with
technical support from husband,
Mike, and with the help of the
Bereavement Support Group, the service sought to acknowledge the particular nature of the grief involved in
losing a child. Through music, prayer,
scripture readings and poetry, the participants were encouraged to reflect
on their loss, knowing that others in
the group could share their experience. Whilst that sense of loss was
duly acknowledged, at the same time,
the importance of every life, no matter
its length, was emphasised. As one of
the poems expressed, “every life that
ever forms Touches the world in some
small way”.
In his homily, Fr. Austin pointed
out, first of all, that to be missed is to
be loved: grief attests to love. he also
suggested that the modern emphasis
on “closure” is perhaps not particularly helpful, and that we have to resist
attempts to “solve” sorrow and pain.
Perhaps silence and the presence of
the wounded but risen Jesus could
offer hope that those we have lost are
not trapped in death. he suggested
also that a shift in our perspective on
death might help in our understanding. he used the analogy of the ship
leaving shore to the cries of, “There
she goes!”, from one set of onlookers, but arriving at her destination to
shouts of, “here she comes!” from
another set. The ship, carrying her
living cargo, is unchanged - it is the
onlookers who see change. That, he
suggested, is dying.
The service concluded with the
lighting of candles in memory of
those who had died, followed by a
blessing and hymn. There was then
the opportunity to talk further over
refreshments in the Becket centre.
The Bereavement Support Group
hopes to organise a similar service

Chronicle of Parish Events
continued

The Civic Service for the
Mayor of the London Borough
of Redbridge
For the second time in just three
years, St Thomas of canterbury
church paid host to the civic Service
of an incoming Mayor. Three years
ago Sheila Smith Pryor, then Mayor of
the London Borough of Walthamstow,
broke with tradition by crossing borough borders to have her civic Mass
in St Thomas’ where she is a regular
worshipper.
on the 11th of July councillor Jim
o’Shea elected to have his civic Mass
in St Thomas’, his parish church. The
Worshipful Mayor is an old boy of St
Ignatius college Stamford hill and has
had a thirty year career in banking.
he has been married forty-five years
to Mary, who may be known to many
parishioners as the proprietor of the
electrical goods shop in the Broadway,
Woodford Green. Among his hobbies
he lists ‘all sports’ so it is not surprising that his son, Jonathon, has run
more miles round the north Pole than
any other living person and his sister
and daughter have both been World
Irish Dancing champions for the past
three years.
Fr Austin’s homily was particularly poignant in the aftermath of the
General Election and the, almost universal assumption, that all politicians
are corrupt. not so, ‘the work of every
sincere politician who is dedicated
to public service’ [of whom there are
many] is the fruit of the underlying
christian faith and that of its Jewish
heritage.
The essence of a carefully prepared
homily rarely penetrates the minds of
a congregation at the time and many
would like to mull it over afterwards.
For this reason the entire homily is
published below.
‘Public debate in our society today
is often strident, between participants
who not only profoundly disagree but
who are also prepared to be dismissive
and disparaging about each another.
It is supposed to ‘spice up’ the debate,
but I suspect it simply reveals the fact

Indeed, many in these debates
have spoken of a sense of helplessness among people, and we are
tempted to retreat into our own world
and assume a veneer of indifference
towards everything else. Many, it is
said, feel trapped in the grip of powerful circumstances causing many to
see themselves as victims. Yet it is
precisely this experience of helplessness that is addressed by our faith.
The coming of the Word of God in
our flesh, which is the central truth of
faith, is specifically an exploration and
transformation of our helplessness.
From the crib to the cross, Jesus, the
Word made flesh, rejects raw power
as the key to our crisis and announces
a new and radically different way of
being human, one built around God.
he even embraces the full identity of a
victim, an entirely innocent victim, and
he transforms it.
Faith hinges on the truth of the
resurrection of Jesus from the dead.
In the resurrection lies the ‘forgiveness of sins’ and the promise of the
fulfilment of our destiny. Paul states
bluntly: ‘If christ has not been raised,
your faith is futile and you are still
in your sins.’ only in his resurrection
does Jesus take our experience of
being a victim and transform it with
the promise of recovery and new life.
This is the underground stream of
faith which nourishes so many today
who strive to improve our shared
life, to lift the burden of victim-hood
and helplessness, and who seek in
so many ways to serve the common
good. The fruit of this hidden stream
is seen in the work of every sincere
politician who is dedicated, at any

SISTER ELIZABETH MILLAR who
left two years ago for Zimbabwe is
now back in the uK a number of
parishioners asked for her address
while she was in Africa and will
no doubt want to have her new
contact details. Ladywell convent,
Ashstead Lane, Godalming. Surrey
Gu7 1ST
Telephone. 01483-419393.
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LETTERS

Please send your letters to The Editor, Idvies, 72 Malvern Drive,
Woodford Green, IG8 0JP or email leon@racionzer.net

From Peter Walsh
Dear Editor,
In Touch is distinguished among parish magazines for publishing such a
wide variety of articles on various
subjects that I am always tempted to
write several letters inspired by each
issue. I doubt they would all be published but I venture to write on two
subjects in this one letter.
Brian Beveridge (Letters to The
Editor : In Touch : Issue 2 2010) suggests a homily ought not to be longer
than eight minutes, a rule with which
most parishioners might agree.
his letter reminded me of the late
Father Jerome Sheehan oFM. who
used to approach the lectern and having unfastened his wrist watch, would
place it on the lectern and deliver a
succinct and eminently direct homily.
Father Alberic told us, somewhat
acerbically, that he had been told to
“Be brief - seven minutes” by the then
Guardian Father Brian oFM!
Whilst I agree with the Editor in a
recent issue that a parish magazine
cannot become a vehicle for certain
delicate issues, I venture to write on
one such issue of a sensitive nature
and the editor may choose not to
publish; that is his prerogative.
Sex is not a word one might think
acceptable in a parish magazine but
combined with ‘education’ in schools
it appears to be part of everyday language and has lowered the threshold
of acceptability allowing the young to
know, in addition to the beauty of procreation within a loving relationship,
the most lurid aspects of what is
being presented as a purely physical
animal act. Am I alone in thinking that
Sex Education will do little if anything
to prevent teen-age pregnancies or
sexual promiscuity? I have the deepest sympathy with the biology teachers, gaining and controlling the attention of a mixed-sex class already well
informed on the “The Facts of Life”

from the playground.
compulsory Sex Education in
schools which appears to focus
almost entirely on the prevention of
sexually transmitted diseases is, in my
opinion, an important factor in lowering the morality of our young. Parents
ought to vigorously object to this intrusion that can be, perhaps intentionally, frightening and disturbing.

From Graham Carmichael,
Chelmsford.
Dear Editor,
having relatives in Woodford Green I
get regular copies of In Touch. until
now, although I enjoy reading it, I have
not had the urge to write to you.
however, being an octogenarian
myself, I found your regular columnist, Peter Walsh’s erudite article,
‘Thanks for the Memory’, extremely
interesting and comforting. Since
reading it I have been particularly
conscious of the extra effort required
to store information in the brain and
must say my short-term-memory has
noticeably improved; many thanks to
Mr. Walsh for a humorous but scientific approach to one of the problems
of aging. Perhaps he has some suggestions that might help with the
many others.
From Bernard Bourdillon
Dear Editor
The article “Return of
Social Darwinism” by
cath Arakelian (right) in
Issue 2 (2010) of the In
Touch magazine was a
far cry from the messages I took from the
informative presentation given by Ian
Duncan Smith in the Becket centre in
March. he emphasised that his commitment to the centre of Social Justice
was politically bi-partisan but it appears
that some are unable to view the
issues from outside the politically-par21
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that often such debates are planned
as a type of entertainment.
Serious differences certainly exist,
not least about faith in God. There are
some voices who do not hesitate to
speak of faith gatherings, such as we
celebrate here today, as a delusion,
as a sign of childish immaturity, as
an abandonment of reason and as
a source of great wrong doing. not
surprisingly they wish to see religious
faith banished from public places.
our presence together here this
morning indicates that this is not a
view that we hold. Yet we have to be
aware of these differences and divisions.
We have been formed, for almost
2000 years, by the perspective and
values of this christian faith with its
powerful Jewish roots. The fruit of this
faith, nurturing human goodness, is to
be found in so many different people
today, and this surface goodness continues to draw nourishment from that
deep-down source. Such is often the
role of faith today: hidden yet fruitful.
And here, at this Mass, we ask God
to renew in us the well-spring of his
presence, his grace, which gives rise
to such generosity and goodness.
At the time of the recent General
Election, over and over again the
mood was one of disillusionment and
mistrust. It is said that people are disillusioned with the political process and
mistrustful of those in the key roles
within it. This is due, in part, to the
misbehaviour of some in positions of
trust, and, in part, to the complexity of
the issues facing us: security threats,
financial problems and far-reaching
social change.

level, to public service. This is the true
dignity of the political vocation: that by
working for the good of all, the genuine common good of our society, politicians and people in public life attempt
to create sign-posts of that greater
hope, the hope of the fulfilment of all
our potential.
The faith we celebrate at this civic
Mass is one which brings us hope
for today and for tomorrow. As Pope
Benedict has stated very clearly,
the work for integral human development can be embraced with real
hope because the key values which
inspire that work are truth and love,
and these are constantly arising in
our hearts. We long for truth; we are
hungry for love. These instincts never
completely abandon us, for they are a
calling placed within us by God. They
urge us forward to serve each other
in our common life, a service of love
and truth. Today we pray for those we
have chosen as our representatives,
using the words of the Serenity Prayer;
this our prayer for you - Lord, grant
them the serenity to accept the things
they cannot change; the courage to
change the things they can; and the
wisdom to know the difference! May
the Lord give you peace.’
The Mayor’s charities are The
Dream Factory which has been set-up
to brighten the lives and encourage
hope for children and young adults
who have either life limiting or life
threatening conditions or who suffer from severe disabilities. The other
is the Alzheimer’s Society; a membership organisation, which works to
improve the quality of life of people
affected by dementia in England,
Wales and northern Ireland.

LETTERS
continued

tisan, Labour box.
our Member of Parliament’s condensed assessment of the social ills
that beset this country struck a resonant chord with me and others who
attended the presentation, but seemingly not with cath Arakelian. She has
denigrated the term “Broken Britain”
to a dismissible “catch-phrase”. It
seems to me that it is only those in the
rarefied environment of academia or
those holding unqualified allegiance
to Labour’s past thirteen years of government who are unwilling to acknowledge the perceptions of the many
outside those particular sets, of a failing or broken society.
cath Arakelian promotes the notion
of “fit or unfit infrastructure” in determining the ability of individuals to
parent children. There is a well
known and flippant retort for the
shortcomings of all individuals;
“Society is to Blame!” and it is striking
that a prospective Labour MP seems
to be advancing that “catch-phrase”,
ignoring completely any social responsibility of the individual for their failures. I am sure the principle behind
her analysis is right that, with infinite
resource and support, every person
could become a reliable and constructive parent. But it is surprising
that a prospective Labour candidate
for Parliament has not understood
the lessons of the past thirteen years
of wasted and excessive expenditure
and massive national debt incurred
by the Labour government. The
wealth of a country is finite and throw-
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ing money at social problems without
acknowledgement of the need for
national affordability has got society
nowhere in addressing the problems.
It seems to me that this is the prevailing rationale for Ian Duncan Smith’s
attempts at addressing the problems
from their roots and I am sure that
there are many who would support
his objectives of finding alternative
solutions to improving the social
framework.
And when cath Arakelian talks with
derision of “conservatives, like IDS”
attempting to “engineer” family structures into a “single acceptable
shape”, she appears to embrace the
last Labour government’s prowess for
spin and double standards. I, for one,
feel that the past government characterised itself as a master of narrowminded, social engineering; no better
exemplified by its attitude on another
parenting issue: namely, its insistence that catholic adoption agencies
must be required to waive their deeply held principles concerning good
parenting, in order to enforce the
doctrines of the government of the
day in relation to equality rights; thereby achieving the design of society the
Labour government has prescribed
for one and all. I could cite many
other examples of Labour’s addiction
to social engineering.
After thirteen years of Labour policy,
which has left the country in a
socio-economic cul-de-sac, let’s
hope Iain Duncan Smith’s pragmatic approach to the social problems
of the nation finds favour in the
country, leaving behind the bankrupt, left-wing academic dogma
expounded by cath Arakelian.

St Francis of Assisi Fr Austin Linus OFM

Enmeshed in its own power struggles, the church tried at first to dilute
this radicalism, aware that to affirm
it would underline its own need for
basic changes; yet it was approved
when it was clear that Francis was
already living the spirit of the Gospel
and was not simply presenting an
idea. This approval gave Francis the
freedom to seek out all held captive,
whatever the nature of the shackles.
What about his attitude
to the world?
Wherever there is genuine attempting to live the Gospel simply and
graciously, all compromising, inertia,
privileged living, to the detriment of
others, is challenged without a word
being necessary. Indeed, Francis
insists that our evangelisation follow
this pattern, and he adds - and if it
should be necessary, you may even
use words!
Many have succumbed to the
temptation of locating Francis simply
with the marginalised. But his newfound freedom denies this. Because
he is living the Gospel he is everywhere and nowhere at the same
time. certainly, his everyday living
reflected the ways of the poor, but
he saw this not as making virtue out
of necessity, but as genuine freedom from class-structured living. With
his friars he established a virtually
impossible world - in the eyes of a
society riddled with class warfare,
and in which church recruitment

was also infected. he arrived with
his motley group - peasants, knights,
the unlettered, clerics, academics all as one in fraternity; seeking first
to care for each other with a love
Francis compared to that of a mother
with her children. This was his living
sacrament of freedom in a partisan
world. So powerful and effective was
this that it contributed seriously to
the ending of feudalism. Those who
followed Francis took seriously the
embargo on carrying arms, and so
the numbers being enlisted to fight
were severely compromised.
never was there a word of criticism
on his lips, no pointing the finger, no
scapegoating... he simply lived differently in his world. he never condemns
the rich and powerful, but lives his
infectious freedom as one who is
poor and free! he let life itself talk - so
many flocked to him, simply realising I could do that! he lives openly within
a shape of life that makes pointless
the ways of putting down, scoring
points, possessing... and all this with
very real and discernible freedom
and happiness. his is not the way of
precept and embargo, but of life in
abundance.
how is it that he found so much
good in the world? Because he went
looking for it, having been shown that
it was there. If there is such a thing
as a radical protest in his life, it was
that he took the Gospel seriously.
Inevitably, this brought about a challenge to the church. Seeing the reality
of such living, and the obvious attractiveness of it: does the church have
to have its authority/power structures
shaped by those of society?
had Francis’ way simply been a
suggestion, or an idea, it would have
been no more than a utopian dream.
If, however, we dare attempt to do
what he did, actually live the words
we profess, it will always be an attractive alternative. At a time when there
is a crisis in vocations should it not
be a call for us to have a look at
what people are seeing today when
they see Franciscans, and not simply
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what we hope they see? A fraternity in
which it is clearly obvious that all are
equal and none are the same. Where
all are brothers and no one is lord
and master.
church structures are a problem,
as are our own internal and fraternal
structures. Structure is a necessary
means to help towards a desired
end. however, such is the nature of
structured living that, given free rein,
it will take over and cease to be a
means and establish itself as the
desired end. The true balance is that
structure - wherever it is to be found
- must serve and not be served. In
its rightful place it deserves respect
and appreciation. however, suffocation and the curtailing of personal
freedom become very real in a shape
of life in which everything seems to
be planned in advance.
It is in the heart of all this that
Francis creates space for freedom by
always respecting others, never provocative, and giving more than a hint
that this kind of freedom carries tremendous responsibilities. It is poles
apart from the so-called freedom of
the libertarian, for whom freedom is
all about me and mine... Whereas
Gospel freedom simply says - he
came to his people to set them free,
free from fear...
how does his loyal nonconformity
fit a consumer age? It means living
fully without possessing... and letting
the fruits speak for themselves. It is
pointless to try to persuade solely
through debate and arguments for
freedom. What is needed is to meet
the genuinely free person, realising I
could do that!
Many have argued that Francis
wanted nothing. he wanted everything, and went all-out to try and
possess it - possessing of its nature
involves getting or taking - whereas
being human, of its nature, involves
sharing and giving. Francis conversion centres around his waking up
to what the Lord was showing him
- that the ALL of life is Someone not
something. he was falling in love, and

his heart’s desire was to be with... so
much so that everything else in his
life, his duties and responsibilities,
the expectations others had of him,
all conspired to keep him from being
with his heart’s desire. So real was
this desire that he freely surrendered
everything - not in order to be without,
but in order to be with! This underlines the crucial factor that Gospel
poverty only becomes real as a challenge to live in intimacy. I will never
become a poor man of the gospel
simply by getting rid of possessions. I
need to experience the attractiveness
of being desired intimately to such a
degree that I willingly surrender all
else, to be with, never to be without!
Much is said and claimed for social
justice and even political expediency,
much more can be shared and experienced by a different shape to life.
Francis did not favour talking about
a rule of life, he preferred to talk of
a form/shape of life within which,
like the Lord before him, he invites
us to come and see - no violence, no
aggression, no need for arms, no victimising - simply experiencing God as
Abba through Jesus as friar in fraternity. Don’t hope to learn about it beforehand; there aren’t any road maps. Go
and experience it at no cost.
What about the claim that this is all
right for the dreamers, those who prefer the Fioretti to real living? how do
we respond to the charge - get real,
get a life? The Franciscan life is nonviolent [friars need constantly to be
vigilant here - violence figures under
all kinds of disguises and abuse of
authority, both official and personal]
and is not delayed in its daily round
by futile criticising or corrosive grumbling. It fosters freedom for individuals by taking a genuine interest,
respecting each one as incapable of
classification. To live without an official agenda is not easy, but certainly
necessary. We know it can happen,
because it has happened!
Fraternity is frequently infected by
the way the world at large takes itself
too seriously. When we see Francis
the troubadour it should be a reminder that poets and composers don’t
just say and see things differently,
they say and see different things!
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20 Mornington Road l Woodford Green l Essex IG8 0TL

A luxury care home
for old people and
people with dementia
“Living in comfort, dignity and
style” in a warm family atmosphere
The Care
• Long and Short term stays
• Twenty four hour professional
care by fully qualified and
experienced staff
• Physician in attendance
• A nurse call system in every room
• First class catering to meet
individual needs and religion
• Home entertainment and outings
• Occupational Therapy
• Visiting hairdresser,
physiotherapist and
chiropodist arranged on request
• Residents’ own furniture and
belongings welcome
• Residents’ visitors welcome at
all times
• Resident meetings and
questionnaires
• Own newsletter in colour and
annual report

The Home
• An attractive modernised
Edwardian home located within
the Woodford Green
conservation area close to all
amenities offering:
• Comfortable single bedrooms
- four with en-suite facilities
• Choice of showers or bathroom
with hoist
• Luxurious lounge and dining
room
• Double glazed heated
conservatory
• Six person lift
• Full central heating
• Satellite TV, music centre and
piano
• Regularly changed library
books
• Beautiful gardens
• Own mini bus with tail lift

Members of the National care Homes Association
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Turkey coming to the boil
by Leon Menzies Racionzer

W

hen the whole of
Dresden was visible
from the top of a
kitchen stool and
Germany was on its knees, a
despondent defeated nation, in
the UK rationing was still in force.
Winston Churchill said to one
of his aides, ‘We must re-build
Germany and make it strong
again.’ Astounded, his aide asked
why, ‘Surely you have no love for
the Germans?’ To which the wise
old man, foreseeing the dangers of Communism spreading
like a cancer across the globe,
retorted, ‘I have not, but there is
nothing else between us and the
Russians but Germany.’
Today there is a greater threat than
Communism and that is the spread
of Islamic fundamentalism and the
re-establishment of a theocratic
and autocratic Sultanate; first in the
Middle East and from there spreading its tentacles westward. The wellspring of this dictatorial, misogynistic
mission to overpower the world is
modern day Iran. There is no wise old
man of influence and there is nothing between us and Iran but modern
day Turkey.
Unlike Germany in 1945, Turkey
is not on its knees; in fact economically, with a growth rate of 11% per
annum it is one of the fastest growing
world economies. Strategically it is of
vital importance with borders to eight
countries. The Turkish Straits, demarcate the boundary between Europe
and Asia, the point at which east
meets west. But of most importance
is the fact that oil, gas and water pipelines pass through Turkey to Europe
from Iran and Syria and all overland
transport from and to Iran must travel
through Turkey.
But will Turkey be Europe’s buffer
against the spread of radical Islam?
It is pertinent to understand both
the ancient geo-political history and
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contemporary geo-political facts to
answer this question.
For 600 years Turkey, or more
accurately the Ottoman Empire,
dominated much of three continents;
Southeastern Europe, Western Asia
and North Africa along with many
other vassal states on its borders such
as Bulgaria, many of which ultimately
were absorbed into the empire. Its
reign lasted right up to 1922 but
had begun to disintegrate some forty
years earlier. The Ottoman Empire
was, in many respects, an Islamic
successor to the Eastern Roman
(Byzantine/Christian) Empire with
Constantinople as its capital city. The
last Sultans; political heads of state,
and Kalifs, spiritual leaders, usually
one and the same person, were autocratic self-proclaimed “Successors of
the Prophet,” who advocated strict
Islamic ideology and pan-Islamism
headed by their own supreme authority through which they oppressed millions of Muslims and discriminated
against non-Muslims.
When the Ottoman Empire came
under threat from the Russian
Empire it turned to the German
Empire for help; Germany had ambitions of expansion iself at that time.
Germany was stirring up trouble with
Britain and France particularly, when
it pressed on with building the railway from Berlin to Baghdad in the
hope of establishing a Gulf port and
having prior access to the oil fields.
Gertrude Bell, the uncrowned Queen
of the Desert and the only woman
in the British army at the time, and
T. E. Lawrence, Lawrence of Arabia,
were busily negotiating with the Arab
tribes to bring them on board with
the British in order to carve up the
Ottoman Empire in the most favourable manner to benefit, what by then
had become the dominant empire;
the British Empire.
Turkey turned to Germany: the
wrong country for help and the end

of the Great War in 1918 saw the
final demise of the Ottoman Empire.
Following the war Turkey was occupied by the allies which included the
US who didn’t enter the affray until
1917 when it was hauled in screaming and shouting following a failed
attempt by the Germans to align with
Mexico against North America. The
self-acclaimed major world powers
paid scant regard to an extremely
capable military officer in the Turkish
Army, Mustafa Kamal Atatürk, who
sought independence for Turkey and
rejected all attempts by the western
powers to subject it to what might be
regarded as a form of colonialisation.
With his Turkish National Resistance
Movement Atatürk took the west by
surprise when he won a series of
battles and became the first president of modern Turkey. he changed
the capital to Ankara and embarked
upon a programme of political, economic, and cultural reforms.
his objective was the transformation of the former Ottoman Empire
into a secular nation-state and in
order to keep it so, he created the
Turkish military, writing into the constitution that the army, a corpus separatim from the government, was to be
the protector of secular Turkey.

A

century on, having
grown economically
and becoming a strategically important member of NATO, Turkey has sought
to become a member of what
up to now has been a Christian
club; the EU. Cardinal Ratzinger,
emphasised
the
Christian
nature and culture of the EU,
which would be destabilised by
the absorbtion of 72.5 million
Muslims. Other voices referred
to Turkey’s human rights record,
its continuing warring with the
Kurds and its ongoing ‘occupation’ of Northern Cyprus. These

were all initial reasons given for
objecting to Turkey’s EU entry. In
the meantime Turkey had already
reduced the influence of the army
to make it more acceptable to
the EU and thus removed the one
obstacle to the state returning
to an Islamic ideology with panIslamic ambitions.
To rub salt into an already
wounded Turkey there was that ill
advised Regensburg lecture on 12th
September 2006 which was given
in German. The Pope repeated the
dialogue between the Byzantine
emperor Manuel II Paleologus and an
educated Persian. The dialogue took

remarks and apologise both to the
Islamic world and Muslims. …”
While it seems a diplomatic error to
have made the lecture at all, the error
was compounded by the translation
which reads: “Show me just what
Mohammed brought that was new,
and there you will find things only evil
and inhuman, such as his command
to spread by the sword the faith he
preached”. In the German transcript
“nur Schlechtes und Inhumanes finden” is more akin to bad and inhumane, a much less offensive remark.
however in 2006, during a visit by
the Pope to Turkey, Erdogan reported
that Benedict XVI supported the idea

entry from Nicolas Sarkozy of France
and Angela Merkel of Germany, no
doubt on account of their objection
to another big player in the club
with more clout than them, there
is a new attitude abroad that now
wants Turkey in the club. Why should
this be?
This change of heart needs to be
seen against recent fears that Turkey
is increasingly looking east. Erdogan
is promoting a policy reminiscent of
the years leading to the demise of the
Ottoman Empire; choosing the wrong
side in a conflict. The Americans
say Turkey is being pushed to look
for “other alliances” because it feels
snubbed by Europe. Turkey is ending a friendly relationship with Israel
after decades of maintaining strong

Washington supported Turkey’s
efforts to join the EU and urged
Turkey to help bridge the
gap between the Muslim and
western worlds

place while Constantinople was under
siege and the Byzantine Empire was
already under threat of being overrun by the Ottoman Empire. Whilst
pleasantries would not be expected
between the two opposing sides,
in fact, the statement made by the
emperor was courteous and much
less offensive about Islam than the
English translation of the German
made it out to be.
It was the English translation that
reached the ears of the world and
particularly those of the Turkish Prime
Minister, Recep Tayyip Erdogan,
which caused him to say “I believe
it is a must for (the Pope) to retract
his erroneous, ugly and unfortunate
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of Turkey joining the EU and as recently as August this year David Cameron
said, he would “make the case for
Turkey’s membership of the EU, and
[would] fight for it”. he promised to
remain Turkey’s strongest advocate
for E.U membership.
Meanwhile US President, Mr.
Obama said Washington supported
Turkey’s efforts to join the EU and
urged Turkey to help bridge the gap
between the Muslim and western
worlds. Turkey, he said, is not just of
importance to the US but also to the
whole world. Not a million miles away
then from Churchill’s observations
of Germany in 1945. In spite of the
continuing opposition to Turkey’s EU

mutual military, trade and tourist ties.
It has put Russia, its largest trading
partner, on guard by entering into a
uranium enrichment agreement with
Iran. Its hopes of becoming the first
Islamic member of the EU have been
reduced to ashes. So why should
Turkey not opt for the warm reception of Iran and other proponents of
a pan-Islamism in an Islamic club in
which Turkey would be a major force
and return to the former greatness of
the Ottoman Empire?
Will Turkey be the buffer against
the fundamentalism of Iran? It might
have been had it been welcomed
with open arms into the EU allowing
for all the objections to be dealt with
once in the family. Now the West is
on the back foot trying to mend the
diplomatic damage done. If the West
fails the world should fear an Islamic
Turkey in league with Iran backing
hamas and using Abedinejad-type
language against Israel.
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Words,Words,Words

England
A laughing stock

AdRIAn WhITEhAll

by Coleen Carlile
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I don’t want to put
the dampers on
your memories of
the World Cup, but
the English team
was a shambles and proved they
weren’t worth their salt. It didn’t cut
any ice with the fans when their
team lost an easy match and then
Wayne Rooney lost his rag and
rode roughshod over the supporters. After that everything went up the
spout. Capello only survived by the
skin of his teeth and was left with egg
on his face, unable to bring home the
bacon.
The phrase ‘laughing stock’ was first
coined in medieval times when petty
criminals were placed on wooden
frames named stocks and subjected
to humiliation by their fellow villagers,
usually in the form of rotten food missiles. To ‘put the dampers’ on something is to discourage someone’s ideas
and derives from the damper pedal on
a piano which tones down the instrument’s sound. ‘Shambles’ comes
from the medieval word ‘sceamul’
(pronounced ‘shamell’) which referred
to a butcher’s workbench. As this was
often covered in blood and animal
parts, it became a metaphor for chaos
and mess.
In Roman times, salt was an expensive item and soldiers were partly paid
in salt, this payment being known as
‘salarium’ (which later became ‘salary’). If a soldier was not good at his
job, he was regarded as ‘not worth his
salt’. ‘To cut no ice’ means to make
no impression and is an American
phrase from the nineteenth century
referring to ice skating. In order to
move with precision on the ice, one
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needed sharp blades on one’s skates;
otherwise they made no impression
and made no progress.
‘To lose one’s rag’ is military slang
for losing one’s temper. Another form
is ‘chewing the red rag.’ ‘Red rag’ was
a slang word for the tongue and to
lose or ‘loose’ it meant your words
had run away with you because you
were so angry. To ride roughshod over
someone is to treat them in a harsh
manner and comes from the practice
of deliberately leaving nails protruding
from a horse’s hoofs to provide extra
grip or, in battle, to destroy soldiers
who had been thrown to the ground.
A spout was a type of lift in a pawnbroker’s shop in which articles to be
pawned were hauled up to a storeroom. once those articles had ‘gone
up the spout’ they were useless to
their owners until they could find the
money to redeem them.
To survive’ by the skin of one’s
teeth’ is to escape by the narrowest
of margins and is a misquotation

from Job 19:20. ‘My bone cleaveth
to my skin and to my flesh, and I am
escaped with the skin of my teeth.’
Job actually meant that all he had left
was the skin of his teeth. By changing
it from ‘with’ to ‘by’ gives the impression of just managing to escape, that
it was touch and go.
‘To be left with egg on one’s face’
is to be made to look foolish, as
many of our politicians have experienced. It originated in America in the
1960’s and soon spread to England.
Metaphorically, it means an idea that
backfires leaves the instigator as an
object of mockery from those around
him.
‘To bring home the bacon’ means
the ability to support one’s family.
There are two possible origins for this
phrase. A popular sport at country
fairs was catching a greased pig,
which could then be brought home to
feed the family. Alternatively, it could
be a connection with the dunmow
Flitch, a medieval practice that still
survives today, in which a married
couple have to prove they haven’t had
an argument for twelve months in
order to be awarded a side, or flitch,
of bacon.
now I have inadvertently linked into
a food theme, all I can say in conclusion is that the whole debacle of the
World Cup was a pretty kettle of fish
and the team appears to have gone
to pot and should eat humble pie in
order to regain the respect of their
long- suffering fans.
That takes the biscuit!
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Spices
A

spice is a dried, intensely
aromatic, seed, fruit, root,
bark, or vegetative substance used in nutritionally insignificant quantities as a food
additive for flavour, colour, or as a preservative that kills harmful bacteria or
prevents their growth. In the kitchen,
spices are distinguished from herbs,
which are leafy, green plant parts
used for flavouring.

Spices can be grouped as:
• Dried fruits or seeds, such as
fennel, mustard, and black
pepper.
• Arils, such as mace.
• Barks, such as cinnamon and
cassia.
• Dried flower buds, such as cloves.
• Stigmas, such as saffron.
• Roots, such as turmeric and
ginger
HISTORY OF SPICES
Spices were among the most
demanded and expensive products
available in Europe in the Middle
Ages, the most common being black
pepper, cinnamon, cumin, nutmeg,
ginger and cloves.
Spices were all imported from plantations in Asia and Africa, which made
them extremely expensive. From
the 8th until the 15th century, the
Republic of Venice had the monopoly
on spice trade with the Middle East,
and along with it the neighbouring
Italian city-states. The trade made the
region phenomenally rich. It has been
estimated that around 1,000 tons of
pepper and 1,000 tons of the other
common spices were imported into
Western Europe each year during the
Late Middle Ages. The value of these
goods was the equivalent of a yearly
supply of grain for 1.5 million people.
[6] While pepper was the most common spice, the most exclusive was
saffron, used as much for its vivid
yellow-red color as for its flavour.
The control of trade routes and
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the spice-producing regions were
the main reasons that Portuguese
navigator Vasco da Gama sailed to
India in 1499. Spain and Portugal
were not happy to pay the high price
that Venice demanded for spices. At
around the same time, Christopher
Columbus returned from the New
World; he described to investors the
many new spices available there
including allspice, bell and chilli peppers, vanilla, and chocolate. This
development kept the spice trade,
with America as a late comer with its
new seasonings, profitable well into
the 19th century. In the Caribbean,
the island of Grenada is well known
for growing and exporting a number of spices, including the nutmeg,
which was introduced to Grenada by
the settlers

BUYING AND STORING SPICES
A spice may be available in several forms: fresh, whole dried, or
pre-ground dried. Generally, spices
are dried. A whole dried spice has
the longest shelf life so can be purchased and stored in larger amounts,
making it cheaper on a per-serving
basis. Some spices are rarely available either fresh or whole, for example turmeric, and must be purchased
in ground form. Small seeds, such as
fennel and mustard seeds, are used
both whole and in powder form.
The flavour of a spice is derived
in part from compounds that oxidize
or evaporate when exposed to air.
Grinding a spice greatly increases
its surface area and so increases
the rates of oxidation and evaporation. Thus, flavour is maximized by
storing a spice whole and grinding
when needed. The shelf life of a
whole spice is roughly two years; of
a ground spice roughly six months.
Ground spices are better stored away
from light.
To grind a whole spice, the classic tool is mortar and pestle. Less
labour-intensive tools are more common now: a microplane or fine grater
can be used to grind small amounts;
a coffee grinder is useful for larger
amounts. A frequently used spice
such as black pepper may merit storage in its own hand grinder or mill.

USING SPICES
ALLSPIcE Not to be
ALLSPI
confused with mixes
spice, allspice is a
member of the pimen
pimento or pepper family. It
is a berry about the size of a small
pea, when it is ground it tastes like a
mixture of clove, cinnamon, nutmeg
and ginger and pepper. Allspice goes
with sweet or savoury ingredients
and is used as a pickling spice and
in marinades, as well as in biscuits
and cakes.
c
cARAWAY
SEEDS
There are hints of
anise, fennel and cher
chervil in these seeds; they
are not used much
these days except in seed cake.
Austrian and German cookery use
them in cabbage, sausage and goulashes.
cARDAMoM Quite
c
expensive as spices
go but a little of this
aromatic spice goes a
long way. It should be
bought whole still in its pod form, not
ground, as it loses flavour quickly.
The pod and the seeds can both
be used. It is used in curries and
in pilau rice. Try it in ice cream and
custards instead of vanilla. Grind
it in to Christmas cakes and puddings and spice up the flavour of
vegetables such as cabbage and
carrot and swede puree with a little
cardamom, also add to mulled wine
or spiced ale
c
cInnAMon The dried
rolled bark of a tree
native to Sri Lanka,
bought whole or
ground – it is impos
impossible to grind at home! Whole, it is
used to infuse wine for mulled wine
or milk for custards or syrup in which
to poach fruit. It is removed, like bay
leaves, at the end Ground, it is used
in cakes, pies and puddings, and it
is particularly good with apples and
chocolate. It is also used in spicy
meat recipes such as moussaka to
give an authentic Greek flavour.

c
cLoVES
Native to the
islands of South East
Asia and one of the
most familiar of all spic
spices, cloves look like tiny
wooden nails and their aroma is dark,
pungent and exotic.It is often seen
spiked into gammon joints. Unlike
most spices ground cloves seem to
taste stronger. Cloves contain a very
powerful and aromatic essential oil.
Oil of cloves is used as a remedy for
toothache. Cloves are stuck into an
onion before infusing milk for bread
or béchamel sauces. It is often used
with cinnamon in mulled wine and
punches. Ground cloves are often
added to braised red cabbage and
whole cloves added to apple pies.

the skin thinly and chop or grate finely.
Any leftover should be wrapped in
cling film and kept in the salad drawer
of the refrigerator where it will keep for
several days.

MA
MAcE AnD nuTMEG
These two spices
belong together as they
come from the same
plant. MACE is part of
the outer covering (aril) of the ripe
seed – the nutmeg. It is removed and
dried to become brittle and is sold in
pieces (blades) which are useful for
infusing. It has a sweeter, more delicate flavour than nutmeg. It is used in
mulled wine, bechamel sauces, milk
puddings, fish dishes and fruit compote. If it is not available nutmeg can
cu
cuMIn A long tiny be used, sparingly, in its place
seed, associated with
nu
nuTMEG
The ripe
recicurries and chilli reci
nut
brown seed of the nutpes because of its
ever
meg plant, a large everstrong piquant flavour.
green tree native to the
Sometime whole seeds are added to
tropics. An important
pilau rice. Great used to flavour mayspice for cakes, pies and puddings,
onnaise to serve with shell fish.
all milk puddings should have a caraFE
FEnnEL seeds are melized nutmeg crust and it gives an
very sweet and anise- attractive freckled finish to custard
liquorice flavoured. In tarts and egg custards. In savoury
Mediterranean coun
coun- dishes it is used in bechamel sauces
tries the seeds are and pasta dishes. Nutmeg works very
cook well with pumpkin and spinach
sprinkled on bread dough before cookIt should always be used freshly grating. The seeds are also used in richly
flavoured fish stews such as bouilla- ed and not ready ground. 18th cenbaisse; it works very well in marinades. tury gentlemen wore miniature graters
containing a nutmeg on a chain round
GI
GInGER was known to their necks so they could grate some
Western cooks earlier over their hot mulls and toddies.
than any other spice
SPI A made
MIXED SPIcE
and is one of the most
up combination of
widely used of all the
cin
ground nutmeg, cinspices. It comes in many forms; fresh,
all
namon, cloves and allpowdered, preserved in syrup and
spice. Most useful for
crystallized – a very versatile spice.
It is most commonly used in its pow- biscuits puddings and cakes. It can
dered form in gingerbread and ginger be added sparingly to curries and
snaps. Stem ginger in syrup is lovely, spiced Middle Eastern dishes.
chopped and poured over vanilla ice
SAFFR
SAFFRon
The most
cream or added to rhubarb for a
expensive of all spices
crumble – ginger has a great affinity
– it is the dried stigma
with rhubarb. Fresh root ginger adds
of the saffron crocus
a clean fresh taste as well as spiciwonder
flower. It has a wonderness to dishes such as curries and
stir-fry’s. When buying a fresh root, ful flavour and aroma and imparts
look for a plump smooth one. Pare off a yellow colour to foods it is cooked
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FOOD PAGES
Please send in any recipes
of your own making that you
have enjoyed. See that the
quantities of ingredients are
clearly stated and only send
in recipes that you have tried
and tested. Submissions to
Mary Knights c/o the editor
72 Malvern Drive IG8 0JP
or email
recipes@myintouch.co.uk
with. The best way to extract the
flavour and brilliant colour from the
strands is to infuse it in a little boiling
water or stock and then stir it into the
dish. It is used for paella and rissotto,
fish stews. It is used in Cornwall for
saffron cake and buns.
TTuRMERIc
Bright
orange-yellow it is a
root of the ginger fami
family and usually only sold
ready ground. A mild
spice used for its colour rather than
its flavour. Used in curries and pilau
rice also in pickles such as piccalilli.
VA
VAnILLA Whole, dried
vanilla pods give the
best flavour; they are
thin dried black seed
pods of a climbing
orchid and can be used to infuse
milk or cream for desserts. They can
be reused if they are still whole. Kept
in a jar of caster sugar they will impart
a lovely subtle flavour. Some recipes
call for the pod to be split and the
seeds scraped out and added to
the dish – ice cream or pannacotta
for instance. Vanilla extract can be
used but is not such a good flavour
– vanilla essence is a poor substitute
To be continued. . . In the next edition
I will cover the most used of all spices
pepper in its many forms
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